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ou’ve listed your items, watched
the bids roll in and finally your
auction closes with a great final

price. But have you thought about how
you’re going to get the item to the winning
bidder in perfect condition? 

This is where your packaging skills need to
be developed, as thousands of items every
year arrive damaged, simply because they
weren’t properly packaged. Sending items to
your winning bidders that are inadequately
packaged will cause you many headaches –
you’ll likely have to refund the bidder’s
money, and then go through the claims
procedure to recover your insurance
compensation. This creates a negative
impression in your customer’s mind that

could prevent them from bidding on your
items in the future. This is a great loss, but is
easily avoided if you take some time to learn
the art of professional packing. With easily
obtainable materials, you can ensure that
your items arrive in perfect condition, which is
something that your customers will highlight
in the feedback they will leave for you.

Developing your packing skills
Simply stuffing your items into a cheap jiffy
bag regardless of the type of item you are
sending is a recipe for disaster, but is a

mistake that many people make. Padded
envelopes are certainly fine for some small
items, but they are completely inappropriate
for others – especially fragile items or goods
that are odd shapes. In these circumstances,
a box is much better, but even here you need
to think carefully about how you pack the item
in the box you choose.

The Royal Mail carries millions of parcels
each day to destinations around the world.
It’s your job to understand the best packing
techniques to use, and pick the right materials
for the job so that your parcels can safely and

Properly packaging
your winning bidder’s

items ready for
posting is an art that

every auctioneer
should learn, says

Dave Howell…
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“Simply stuffing your items into a cheap jiffy bag, regardless
of the type of item you are sending, is a recipe for disaster”

Perfect packagingPerfect packaging
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quickly move through the carrier’s systems.
“When sending any packets or parcels, it is
very important that items are appropriately
packaged, for example by making sure that
there are no sharp edges or parts that could
get caught in sorting machines – or cause
harm to anyone handling the item. Ideally,
senders should look at our websites, as these
have packaging advice for different types of
products, plus a list of items that we cannot
carry,” says Richard Roche, head of Multi-
Channel Retail, Royal Mail.

Doing research is the best way to approach
your packing needs. Packaging suppliers like
Viking Direct (www.marland.co.uk) and
Staples (www.staples.co.uk), or special self-
adhesive wrapping from companies like Novia
(www.novia.co.uk), can all supply any
quantity of packing materials, but a specialist
firm like Marland (www.marland.co.uk) offers
an ever greater range, that gives you much
more choice in the materials that you use.
Whether you charge for packing or decide to
build this into the price of the items you
auction, you should not try and cut corners
with the packing materials that you use. It’s a
false economy and one that could cause you
more problems in the long-term, with items
getting damaged or even lost in transit. More
importantly, your reputation is at stake each
time you send out a parcel in the post to a
winning bidder.

If the items you are selling are specialised,
then you may be able to get hold of packing
materials that are specially designed for them.
“We pack all of our items as a box within a
box. A strong outer box is the first step. We
then put the item itself in another smaller box,
along with polystyrene chippings and lots of
bubble wrap. Mugs are slightly different, in
that we have special boxes that we buy to
package these. We also cover the cost of the
packaging. This isn’t added to the price of the
item. Using our double-boxing system, we

haven’t had a broken item yet. Also, many of
the feedback messages we get are about
how good our packaging is,” explained Jo
Spiteri, Royal Commemorative China
(http://tinyurl.com/c3rxe), who regularly

sends fragile items all over the world and has
become an expert in professional packaging. 

The key to good packing is to think
carefully about what your items will be
subjected to when they are in transit. You
have to assume that your parcels may well
come across many impacts as they pass
through the assault course that is today’s
postal system. Royal Mail alone handles 84
million items of mail each day. It’s inevitable
that some parcels will become damaged, but
you can take steps to ensure that yours make
it through in one piece.

Inside knowledge
So, how do you become an expert? The
simple answer is to use your common sense
when you are choosing the right packing
materials to use, and then package your
items so they are more than adequately
protected. You don’t need to spend huge
amounts of money on packing, but don’t look
for the cheapest possible materials, as they
will inevitably be of inferior quality and won’t
protect the items you’re shipping. If you buy
high quality materials, you’ll instantly stand
out from other sellers on your favourite

Dave Canavan, MD Operations & Customer Service,
Northern Europe, FedEx.
David Canavan joined FedEx in 1990, having previously worked
as a customs clearance broker within the Unisys Distribution
Section in the UK. In 2001, David took up his present position.
Since then he has launched FedEx Direct Served Operations in
Finland in 2001 and Denmark in 2002, as well as completing an
acquisition in Sweden in 2002.

Q: Can you give some general advice on the dos and don’ts of
parcelling goods for posting? 
A: “FedEx provides a range of free packaging to shippers. Our
packaging is specifically designed to ensure safe movements for
even the most delicate of products. In addition, we can provide
expertise through our package design lab, which will test the
quality of the shipper’s packaging!”

Q: When sending very fragile items through the post, what specific
precautions should the sender take to ensure that the items arrives
in a good condition?
A: “For very fragile items, again, we’d encourage the use of the
specially designed FedEx packaging. If, for any reason, this isn’t
a feasible solution, then the shipper should ensure that they use
reinforced cardboard external packaging. This is in addition to
placing the product in additional internal packaging surrounded
by, for example, foam, to ensure the goods cannot move within
the package.”

Q: Should you try and allow your package to be easily opened by
customs if they need to without damaging the items inside, or don’t
senders really have to worry about this? 
A: “No! All shipments should be packaged securely. In the event of
an examination by customs, FedEx customs support personnel will
ensure the package is opened correctly and with minimal
interference, and then repackaged to ensure the integrity of the
package on the later stages of its journey.”

Ask the expertAsk the expertAsk the expertAsk the expertAsk the expertAsk the expert

“If you buy high-quality packaging materials then

you’ll instantly stand out from other sellers“

The Flexocare range offers a wide range of packing options to
ensure your items reach their destination in perfect condition

▼

Although they can
be expensive,
international courier
services like FedEx
supply packing
materials for free
when you open an
account with them

▼
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Marcel Landau, chief executive, Marland
(www.marland.co.uk)
Marcel Landau has had over 35 years experience in the packaging
trade, and was one of the first people to see the potential for
packaging and mailing products in shops and catalogues in the UK
market. He founded Marland with his brother Tony in 1971, and has
built the Flexocare brand to become the UK leader in packaging and
mailing products. 

Q: Can you give some general advice on the dos and don’ts of parcelling
goods for posting?
A: “The first thing to remember is to always use a good, sturdy box.
Secondly, using protection around the product inside the box is a must –
wrapping a product in bubble film gives excellent cushioning, as well as
protection from the elements if the box does happen to open. Thirdly ,we
always recommend wrapping the box in brown kraft paper and sealing it with
good quality self-adhesive tape – this will ensure that small bumps and cuts,
which have to be legislated for, will not damage the actual package. Also this
makes your package look more professional when it arrives at its destination.
I have often seen second-hand boxes used, with cheap tape and little
protection inside. Flexocare brand cartons, tapes and bubble film are of the
highest standard and will always offer the best possible protection.”

Q: Are there any packaging materials that should be avoided at all costs?
A: “I think that if everything is packaged with care, following the advice
above, then there will be no issue with Post Office machinery. Either a
package survives or it doesn’t, and it is up to the seller to ensure they think
about this before the package is dispatched. The only materials to be
avoided are the cheapest ones. They are cheap for a reason, and much like
everything else in life, you get what you pay for!” 

Q: When you are sending very fragile items through the post, what specific
precautions should the sender take to ensure that the items arrive in a
good condition?
A: “I would always suggest using recorded or registered delivery for very
fragile items – this way, the sender will always have a level of guarantee if
something does end up going wrong. With fragile items it is very important
to ensure the product does not move around inside the box during transit,
so using Flexocare bubble film, and void fill material such as polystyrene
loose fill chips, will help significantly. The finishing touch would always be
to use ‘Fragile’ tape to seal the box, ensuring the postman is aware of the
delicate contents!”

Q: What specific advice can you give to someone who wanted to
send furniture or perhaps a bicycle through the post?

A: When you are sending such a bulky item, it may be better to go to a
specialist to ensure safe packaging and despatch. Mail Boxes Etc. stores,
which can be found in most towns and cities in the UK, will not only package
the item for the seller, but will also offer alternative despatch methods, such
as FedEx. Using a courier can often be better than the post for bulky items,
and despite the possible extra expense on the surface, the extra traceability
and peace of mind is worth a fortune to the seller.

Marland also stocks specialist boxes for items such as bicycles and
paintings, which are specially designed to assist with this type of mailing.
Mistakes are often made attempting to ‘cobble together’ packaging for such
items, when with a little bit more research the perfect packaging solution can
always be found. 

Q: Do you think that people make the same mistakes time and time again
with the packaging of the items they ship?
A: “The biggest mistake I see being made time and time again is the
prevalence of jiffy bags for inappropriate goods. It seems that sellers do not
stop to think what product would best suit the item they wish to send, but
ship it in a jiffy bag as a matter of course; they are great for sending some
items, but appalling for others.

Let’s take a book as an example; a Jiffy bag does not offer edge
protection, and it is not designed to open out for wider depths, so books can
arrive ‘dog eared’ and damaged. You do not see the likes of Amazon making
this error! A Flexocare ‘Postal Pack’ is specifically designed for books or any
other type of relatively bulky item – it folds around the item to protect every
edge, as well as the top and bottom surfaces. The Flexocare ‘All Board
Envelope’ is also perfect for this type of application, as it has a built in 40mm
gusset to open out for bulky items.

When you consider the importance of customer feedback on selling
communities like eBay, I am always surprised at how little sellers think it will
cost to properly package their item. This is a cost that needs to be
considered from the beginning when listing an item, and should not be an
area where money can be saved!”

Q: Do you need special packaging for goods being shipped overseas?
A: “Yes, definitely. When any item is being shipped overseas, correct
packaging must always be a primary concern. If an item has to be opened at
customs, you would want it to be easily re-sealed to send to the customer.
Marland is always aware of this possibility and has in-built features to help this
on many products. For example, the Flexocare All Board Envelope has a self-
seal closure, that once opened can be re-sealed by tucking it in a specially
designed slot, or by using tags. Once again, using a Mail Boxes Etc. store
and a specialist courier to ship goods abroad will save the seller money in the
long run, and as I keep coming back to – you get what you pay for!”

Ask the expertAsk the expertAsk the expertAsk the expertAsk the expertAsk the expert

auction
site, and your

reputation will
grow as a
person that
takes pride in
every aspect of
their auctions,

including how items are packed and shipped
to winning bidders. The most common form
of harm that could befall your parcels is
undoubtedly impact damage. As your parcels
move through the postal system, they will
always end up getting bangs and dents.

The trick to ensuring the contents of your
parcels are safe is to cushion the impacts

they receive. First of all encase the
item in bubble wrap, and then place
this in the centre of a sturdy box. Use
boxes that have very ridged sides.
Boxes you can source from your
local supermarket are made of
cardboard that is nowhere near strong

enough for your needs. Next, fill the empty
space around the item with more bubble wrap
or polystyrene chippings. These create a
cushion that absorbs any impact that the
outer box may receive. 

You should also make sure that you don’t
forget to sit your item on a bed of bubble
wrap or polystyrene. A common mistake is to
not protect the item on all sides, including the
bottom. You should also consider protecting
your items against weather damage. If you
sell books for instance, placing them in a
ziplock bag or wrapping them in clingfilm will
protect them from any moisture that may get
into the box.
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Careful packaging
How you seal the box is also important, as
you don’t want any of the box flaps to catch
on any machinery that it passes through. Use
a strong tape that is designed for packing –
household tape is simply not strong enough.
Seal all the edges of the box, not just the top.
One classic mistake when packing items for
shipment is overloading the box that you are
using. You’ll see maximum weights that you
can ship to countries around the world by
normal post services on Royal Mail’s website,
but this doesn’t mean that you should cram a
single box with all the items you want to ship.
It’s much safer to split multiple items and ship
them as separate parcels. This way they are
less likely to get damaged in transit.

Think about the shape of the item you want
to send. If it’s fragile, then you should
investigate special packing boxes and
materials. Books and CDs, for instance, have
a whole range of packing materials
specifically designed to send them through
the post. Items like books should also have
extra packing on their corners, as it’s these
areas that are most prone to be damaged.
How you pack the items you have
successfully sold on your auctions is 

often completely

overlooked, when in actual fact this is one of
the most important aspects of the sale.

Positive feedback
Your buyers expect their items to arrive in
perfect condition. Take time to look closely at
your packaging options and choose the right
materials to do a professional job. You may
not realise that the time you spend correctly
packaging your items will be rewarded, as
your feedback will testify. Customers like
doing business with professional sellers. How

you package the goods you sell is one of the
fundamental ways in which you can show
bidders how seriously you take your
business. In the long-term, the superb
feedback you will receive, coupled with your
growing reputation, will ensure that your
auction business flourishes. Now you’ll never

look at a cardboard box in
quite the same way
ever again!

Do
1: Use a rigid outer box that you can securely
close, and attach address, customs and return
address information.
2: Wrap multiple items separately and then
place them in the centre of a larger container.
3: Always use strong tape that is designed for
parcels. Ordinary household tape isn’t strong
enough to use.
4: Protect paper products from adverse
weather conditions. Wrap items in clingfilm to
protect them from water damage.
5: Ensure that nothing can be caught on
sorting machines, such as protruding corners
or unsecured box flaps.
6: Secure items in their boxes so that they do
not move. Use filler packing such as bubble
wrap to prevent movement.

Don’t
1: Over-pack the box you’re using. It could burst
or split during transit.
2: Use string, masking tape or duct tape, as this
is inappropriate to seal your parcels.
3: Mark any customs documents with an
inaccurate value for the item, as you won’t then
be able to claim its full value if it’s lost.
4: Attempt to send any item that the carrier you
are using expressly forbids. The item will be
returned or even destroyed, and you could
face prosecution.
5: Ever send an item without a full address and
a complete return address.
6: Put a number of high value items in the
same box. Spread them over a number of
smaller packages to minimise loss and avoid
damage occurring.

Dos & Don’ts
The art of good packing should be practiced by all auctioneers. Your goods should always arrive
in perfect condition – then your customers will thank you with great, positive feedback

If you have a Mail Box Etc. store in your town, you can get professional advice on
packaging your shipment, as well as buying all of the necessary materials

▼

Royal Mail has masses of advice on its website detailing how
you should securely package your shipment

▼
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